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We get a bit of relief with the 70 cent 35 cent: this one
contains only four colors - purple (although they may have
sneaked in a bit of black ink too), orange-red, yellow-orange
and a pale green - plus the white reverse for some of the
text. I leave it to the reader to match these colors with the
design components when they acquire this booklet.
In an attempt to be charitable I'll give the 80 cent 40
cent a decent rating; when separated from its companions
in the pane, it presents an eye-pleasing orange-red and yellow flower as the focal point. However, the "artist" could not
resist squeezing in a purple something in the upper right

*

sorner. But let's be thankful they didn't include two other
"designs" in the space occupied by the two extra 60 cent *
30 cent stamps.I might have required immediate cataract
surgery. Seriously, this is not one of the better efforts of the

PTT. Maybe they originally intended this booklet for
Surinam!

AOM ER

Another result of this misguided attempt at "artistry" is that
each stamp, when separated from its neighbor, ends up with
a colorless, blank strip alongside the design but within the
line of perforations.
I dare say, whatever committee designed, supervised
production and approved the end result of this issue must
have a "hate" for philatelists!
Back to the "Kombinaties": I found it necessary and
therefore helpful to assign positions within the pane, beginning with "a" for the upper left stamp (the inverted 60 cent
* 30 cent design) and continuing horizontally through "b"
and "c" for the top row and "d" and "e" and "f' for the bottom
row:
Single stamps:
"a", "b" and "f' are imperforate at the bottom
Horizontal pairs:
uau
and "g"
"b" are imperforate at bottom
'bu +
ueu
uf'
+ of course imperforate at the bottom
(Actually, all items are imperforate at the bottom, or in
the cases of vertical pair combinations or blocks, we can say

*

imperforate horizontally.)
Vertical Pairs:
usu
+ uf imperforate at top and bottom
ubu
+ ueu and "a" + "d" couldbe considered t6te-b6che;
it's up to the collector
Strip of three:

udu+ueu+uf'
uau
+ ubu + "c" might fall into the silly category.

Block of four:
One could legitimately consider the four corner stamps
(*b' + ucn + oeu + "f') as a block, since it contains all the
designs.

NeK, I addressed myself to figuring out the logical "Kombinaties" one could fashion from this booklet. It turned out
to be a rather daunting task, what with the tCte-beche and
se-tenant arrangements within the panel layout. These arrangements sometimes result in rather pleasing and interesting combinations, but why in the world did "they" decide
to stagger the individual stamp units? If it was to prevent
confusion on the part of the user when it came to separating the stamps, then a simple re-arrangement of the stamps
themselves would have accomplished that purpose.

I

If I have overlooked any other logical combinations,
please dash off a note to the Editor. Meanwhile, have fun
with this one.
And just for the record, we are told the Floriade stamps
and booklet were designed by Neville Brody of the U.K., not
by a Dutch artist. An unusual note on the printing process
- the sheet stamps were printed by offset, while the booklet
stamps are the product of the grawre press. Finally, the
booklet is larger, measuring 50 x 78.5 mm, rather than the
44.5x78.5 mm which has been the standard booklet dimension since 1965.
FWJ
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FROM THE EDITOR
This June issue of our Journal will bring you three articles from widely different areas,
but all three very interesting to any reader. All three topics may be out of your oyn-collecting interest, but your editor for one likes to read what other Pjoplg collect 9d-*hy-.
Thi lead-off artiile is by Hans Verschuur, one of our few members in the Netherlands.
His specialty is N.E.L-Indonesia, especially the period 19,m-1950. His story ! q io-{"f!!
studyof theietter "I",whichis sometimes absent intheword"INDONESIA".IntheNVPH
this phenomenon occupies four lines of print; Hans' study covers ten pages.
Frank Julsen has contributed often to "Netherlands Philately''. This time he describes
the collecting of used "kombinaties" from vending machine booklets. If our memory serves us propeily, this is the fourth article in NP on this topic, in the last-tenyears. The mem-

bers

oi the ASNP should be happy with such

coverage, considering also that the

"Maandblad" never had a single article on "kombinaties" and that the booklet specialists'
'Bulletin' had tvro. We don't ieally compete, but we may be proud of the alternative that
we are providing.
The third article is by Governor Cees Slofstra on two very peculiar postage due stamps
of the Netherlands. We hope the figures turn out well, so that you may see the varieties,
Cees is telling about. n bit of history is involved too, as this is crucial to the understanding
of how and why the facts evolved as they did, in that first decade of this century.

This issue should arrive at your door approximately on time. The July 15 Newsletter
will be slightly late, but we promise to take that into account when setting deadlines. Inter
alia, the deadline for receipt of bids on auction #25 is June 15.
Frans Rummens
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THE CASE OF THE MISSING "I"
By I.H. Venchuur

INTRODUCTION
The reader need not fear that the editor of this magazine
went wild by inserting a detective story from Sherlock Holmes or Agatha Cristie in this philatelic quarterly. The missing 'I' I am going to write about is the frst 'I' of the word
INDONESIA. By now it will be clear to many collectors that
this article deals with the following stamps:
as

per the }.I\/PH "Speciale Catalogus":

351
353
355
356

bf
bf
bf
bf

15 ct, orange

25 ct, blue green
45 ct, magenta
50 ct, red brown

DH
DH
6 DH
3
5

resp.

resp

.

resp

resp

.

1DK
2DK
3DK
5DK
6DK
7DK

15 ct, orange

20
25
45
50
80

ct, blue
ct, blue green

ct, magenta
ct, red brown
ct, red

To start with, I wish to mention that some years ago an
article about this missing'I'was published by the late Mr.
D. Hille Ris Lambers in the "Maandblad" of January 1984
(pages 22124) and April 1.984 (pages ?ffi1287).In these articles the 'technical' solution of the missing 'I' is described,
based upon official data from the Bandung PTT archives
and extensive documentation material, both from my side.
lt was our mutual intention to have these two articles followedbyathird one from myhand, inwhichthePTT details
would be published to prove Mr. H.R. Lambers unravelling
of some long lasting and persistent misconceptions.
As he made some minor mistakes, I intended to correct
them in my article. Unfortunately Mr. H.R. Lambers sud-

denly passed away, shortly after his last article was
published. I thought it not appropriate to indicate those mistakes at that time and therefore decided to put off writing
my share in our joint study.
Wherever I am following the original text of Mr. H.R.
Lambers, that text is in italics.

INDONESIA

50

56all) and Polynesia (Poly

1820-1887) in his book:
"Max Havelaar, or the Coffee Auctions of the Dutch

; '#s5
tl6ileilTnd

The Dutch governmeot in exile $940-1945) was somewhat cautious (or perhaps unsure or divided) in its name
giving regarding the Netherlands Indies. Towards the end
of. t941, some units of officers and soldiers who succeeded
to escape from Holland to England, as well as other war
volunteers, were sent to Java to take part in the fighting
against the Japanese invaders. However, this help came too
late and they got stuck on Ceylon. Originally these men
formed part of the "Princess Irene Brigade", stationed in the
U.K. For those troop units still stationed on Ceylon, this
name was changed into the "Insulinde Corps", however, as
per August l,1942. This Corps was lead by the then KML
major F. Mollinger.
Although the name "Insulinde" was scarcely used officially, the name "Indonesia" gradually gained more and more in
importance from the beginning of the 20th century onward.
It was especially used by Indonesians, as well as by those

Dutch who were advocating more self-government by the
Indonesians, if not total independence.
Even Queen Wilhelmina was unsure as to the use of the

official name "Nederlands Indi6" or "Indonesi6", the latter
name gradually being applied. However, in her well known
radio speech from London of December 7th,L942, she said,

among others, that (without anticipating the recommendations of a future Conference) she visualized a move towards
a Commonwealth in which the Netherlands, Indonesid,
Surinarne and Curagao would participate, with complete
self-reliance and freedom of conduct for each part regard-

ing its internal affairs, but with the readiness to render
mutual assistance. (From "The Indonesian Problem - Facts
and Factors" issued by the Netherlands Indies Information
Service, Batavia, September 1947.)

Where did the name INDONESIA come from, and by
whom and when was it frst used? It is generally accepted
that it was the German ethnologist, anthropologist and explorer Adolf Bastian (Bremen, 2f,161L826 - Port of Spain,
2/A1905) who introduced the name Indonesia in 1884. It is
a combination of the Greek words Indos and ndsos (: i5lands) or the Latin words India and neos. The combination
can be compared with other geographical names, such as
the Dodecanesos (islands in Greece), Micronesia (Micro

:

famous author Multatuli
(Eduard Douwes Dekker,

Tradi"g Company" (Multatuli : I suffered much).

or as per "Zonnebloem" 35th edition,1992:

1DH

Much earlier the name INSULINDE, derived from the
Latin Insula (: island, compare: peninsula : 'half island')
had been introduced by the Dutch geographer Dekkert, in
1860. The name Insulinde
was later also used by the

:

many).

This governmental Conference was already announced
onJanuary27th, 1942, in order to provide for an appropriate
structure of the Kingdom and its parts in accordance with
the changed prevailing circumstances, and in which representatives of all three Overseas parts of the Kingdom would
take part along with the representatives of the Netherlands,
Ttten came the liberation of Holland in May 1945, and in
her first post-war speech from the throne on November
20th,1945, she twice used the name "Indonesi6rs" (e.g. the
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people of Indonesia). The name "Nederlands Indie" was not
used at all in this speech. The name "CuraEao" was also used,
but that is another matter. This was followed by her speech
from the throne on July 23, l946.In this speech she used on

various occasions alternately the words "East Indies" and

"lndonesia". Curiously, she

no longer spoke about

The acceptance of the Crown by Queen Juliana and her

installation took place in Amsterdam on September 4th
192E. Only after this event could she sign the Publication I414 of September 8th 1928. This publication contains the official announcement of the changes into the Constitution as
specified by:

"Curagao" but of the "Netherlands AntilIes".
We now take a great leap to September 19€. In the State
Gazette of the Kingdom of the Netherlands issued on September 8th 1,948, we find under No. I-410 the Law of September 3rd 1948, concerning "a change in the Constitution
in order to be able to prepare and to establish a new legal
order for the territories as mentioned in article l- of the Con-

stitution".

4-

Laws 4L0 to 413 in the Netherlands
Government Gazette of Suriname Nos. 106-109
Government Gazette of Netherlands Indies Nos.
207-2t0
Publication Paper of Curagao Nos. 89-92

l,
2
3

The laws of September 3rd 19zE were incorporated into
the Constitution as of September 20th 194tt at L4:30 hours
Netherlands time.

Some extracts of this law I-410 read as follows:

-

... Taking into consideration the law of May Z7 t948
(State Gazette l-207) in which it is deemed necessary to
come to a new Constitution
We approve:
par. 1 . . . where in the articles l, 62, 63, 77 , l7l, 191 and
192 of the Constitution is being mentioned "Nederlands
Indie" or " Curagao" henceforth it should read: "INDONESIE" respectively "NEDERLANDSE ANTILLEN".
par. 2 - To the Constitution, a l4th Chapter will be
added... consisting of 2 articles:
article ?I7 ...
article 208

- 1) ...,
-2) A Union will be formed, in which the Kingdom of
the Netherlands, as mentioned in par. 5, and the
United States of Indonesia participate as equal
partners
Crown of this Union is worn by Queen Wilhel-

Consequently the names INDONESIE and NEDERLANDSE ANTILLEN came into legal force on that date
and hour. The signing of Publication I-4I4 was Queen
Juliana's first official act. The question "Indonesia" had been
transferred from mother to daughter.

Although one could say that the new name had finally
been approved, the question itself was not yet settled. The
proposal for the new name INDONESIE was the first one
dealt with by the Dutch Parliament and Senate. For the
Netherlands Antilles it was the second trial, however. As a
matter of fact already towards the end of 1937 a proposal
had been put before the Dutch Parliament to change the
name "CuRAQAO" into "NEDERL-A.NDSCHE ANTILLEN". However, this proposal was not approved.
In the "Maandblad" of May 1937 we read on page 87:
"Change of name is at hand:"
The "Echo de la Timbrologie" of ApriJ30 f%7 cites the
news that as per a decision taken by the Dutch Government

- 3) The

mina...

the name CURAQAO would have been changed into
"NEDERLANDSE ANTILLEN" and that very likely this

-4)

...

change would also find a response on the stamps.

- 5) the Netherlands,

- 6)
-

Suriname and the Netherlands
Antilles form a Kingdom, of which the Crown is
worn by Queen Wilhelmina.
Within the Union it will be possible for the Netherlands to maintain direct relations with the United
States of Indonesia.
The United States of Indonesia will be made up by

self governing, individual and equal States

in

In

connection with this report,

the editor of

the

"Maandblad" approached the Ministry of Colonies and got
the following information:
"We have to await whether the revision of the Constitution of which the change of name of Curaqao forms part, will
be approved. In the positive case then indeed the name of
the colony will be changed into "Nederlandsche Antillen".

a

federative way.
7) In as far as any part of Indonesia is not going to
belong to the United States of Indonesia, the mutual
relationship will be dealt with in accordance with
the principles of this Chapter.

This law was signed in Amsterdam on September 3rd
and countersigned on September 8th 1,9€ by 16 Ministers, this being the complete cabinet at that time.
19uE

In the same State Gazette also the laws I-411 to I-413
were published. These four laws were all signed by Queen
Wilhelmina. It was her last official act, apart from her abdication from the throne in Amsterdam on September 4th

The result of the above mentioned proposal can be read
in the "Maandblad" of January 1938, page 10:
"Curagao: No change of namen
From CuraEao we got word that on or about January Lst
(1938) the current issue will be replaced by a new one with
the description "Nederlandsche Antillen". IJpon our request the Ministry of Colonies sent us the following information about this matter:
"I herewith inform you that indeed it had been the intention to issue new stamps, as soon as the name Curagao would
have become annulied. However, the Parliament during its
hearing of the pending review of the Constitution has voted
down the change of name into "Nederlandsche Antillen", so
that the proposal became out of the question.

1948.
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In the 19€

spelling the name "Curagao" would be
changed into "Nederlan'dse Antillen", notably with "se" and
not "sche".

Although all concerned officials had to carry out an accurate enforcement as per the Law No. I-410 of September
Z0th,1948, it is worth while mentioning that after September 20th 19€ stamps were still issued bearing the old name,
which had become already obsolete meanwhile:

No.642llA4of 25th March 1948 (!!) and in the postal order
No. 6 to the post offices:
"The new stamps serve to bridge the period until the issuing of a new set of stamps, etc. issued by the United States
of Indonesia" This explanation was repeated in the General

postmaster's decree No. 19,105/44 dated August 5, 1948
(Postal order No. 59 and Postal order hkkt No. 28) in which
the remaining7 112 and 15 cent denominations were announced (I.IVPH Nos. 336/337).

NED. INDIE - NVPH Nos . Y9 1350, namely both stamps
with the effigy of Queen Juliana, issued per September 25th
19€ on the occasion of her inauguration as Queen. Since
the course of events in this case could easily have been
foreseen long before, one might wonder whether this deviation of the law was by accident or by desigrr.

ffilffi
CURAQAO - I\WPH Nos. 198/19, issued on October
1-8th 1948 to commemorate the inauguration of
Queen Jutana
NVPH Nos. 200/205, Charitible issue for the
benefit of the White-Yellow Cross, issued on
November 3rd 1948.

An even more notable proof that the political situation
in the Netherlands Indies was appreciated more realistically and more or less accepted by, among-others, the postal
authorities in Bandung, is the following fact:

In the beginning (1945146) there were many difficulties
keeping the postal system somehow running, albeit sometimes with certain restrictions and certain postal services
temporarily suspended. Gradually the postal services could
be improved and extended by introducing fewer restrictions
and n-ew services both towards the population and towards
the Government.
In the annual PTT report covering the year 1948, we read
on page l-5: "As of March 1948, revenue stamps are being
furnished again in nine denominations. During the year
under survey an amount of round five and a haH millions
guilders was sold in wage revenue stamps"
Preparing and printing these revenue stamps must have

-

taken at least about three to four months, meaning that
preparations must have started around November 1947.ln
ipit-e of that the newly printed revenue stamps bear alre_ady
the (unofficial) name "INDONESIA", well ahead of the final
(Dutch) decision as contained in the laws of September 3
and 8 19,8. (See the figure, which shows part of a wage list
floonlijst/daftar oepah]).

INDONESIA - BATAVIA/BANDOENG - PTT.
It should be noted that the new Constitution prescribed
the name "INDONESIE' (with "8"), whereas the overprinted stamps as issued in the former Dutch Indies in
becember 1948 lJ anuary 1949 (NVPH Nos. 351-361') got the
name "INDONESIA" (WITH "A"). It may be assumed that
the Dutch authorities in BatavialBandoeng preferred this

spelling, basing themselves on the pronunciation as used b;
the local population. The (Dutch) Government in Batavia
very likely also anticipated the course of events, this being
the unavoidable establishment of an independent "Republik
Indonesia".
As amatter of fact, upon introducing the 19zE definitive
issue (NVPH Nos. 3341335 anid 3381346) the Postmaster
General had given the following explanation in his decree
52

l;,1;':q1i;:,:,i

A further realistic adoption of the political situation

as

well as of the local language is accentuated in the General
Postmaster's decree No. 33081-/A4 of November 30, 1948
(Postal Order No. 92 resp. Hkkt Postal Order No.38) with
iespect to the well known numeral set (NVPH nos. 3fl21370)
and building set (NVPH nos. 3741388). These stamps bear
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the by now statutory name "INDONESIAU, but also the
denominations expressed in the Indonesian language,
namely USENU and "RUPIAH", in stead of the Dutch
UCENT'and

"GULDENU.
This adoption made at that time (19a9) proved to be a
very far-seeing one. All these stamps could be reprinted
again and again during the R.I.S. period (281LU1949 161811950), as well as from l7l8ll950 by the Republik Indonesia. Some lower sen values were reprinted until mid
1951; the building stamps were reprinted in huge quantities
until 1953. The last reprints took place in L955l56,however,
for the L and2 rupiah values (l\n/PH nos. 383C and 31C),
recognizable by their perforation, namely 1.9 perfs vertically, whereas all other rupiah printings (1-25 rph.) have only
1.8 perfs vertically:

*

d**f,F
383-C

384-C

L9 perfs

19 perfs

at once at Kolff. With proces-verbal

1ffi1194€,, a total of
l-,104,800 stamps (5,524 sheets of 200 each) were delivered.

We will revert to this printing later on.

Postal order No. 92 (Deuee 33081 of November 30,
and its covering official communication for the press
and the public announce the following:
"On account of the change in name of these territories,
new stamps will be issued with the name "INDONESIA'.
Part of the stamps presently being issued, from 15 cent and
upwards, which come into consideration for that purpose,

will be overprinted in such a way that "NED.INDIE"

is

struck out, and that an overprint "INDONESIA" is placed
above the denomination".

It then continues:
"Before the end of November (1924) the frst overprinted
stamps, namelythe 25,40 and 80 cent QueenWilhelmina of
the |9uE issue, will be distributed to the offices, successively followed by the stamps of L,1,0 and25 gulden, the 1"5 and
20 cent of the same issue and the 2.50 gulden of the L945
issue",

No doubt a thorough evaluation of their various stocks
had been carried out by the PTT in Bandung as to which
stamps and which quantities couldbe overprinted. It is clear
that overprinting the 1945 and L94f,147 stamps could not be
contemplated due to small stocks available, if any, and
moreover due to the different sizes of these stamps. Therefore only the latest issue could be considered, namely the
dancers stamps (I.{VPH nos.331336) and the stamps de-

picting Queen Wilhelmina (type Hartz; NVPH

I

L6

No.3

of cancellation.
However, theT tl2cent had alreadybeen reported as being
issued in August in the "Maandblad" of September 1949 ,
page L4617. Small but anyhow sufficient stocks were also
available of the following stamps: 1 cent (304 and3l7\,2
cent (305 and 318), 2 cent (306 and 3L9), 5 cent (251), 10
cent (253) and 12 cent (32i). Allthese lower denominations
were issued in the new numeral design (%2R70) during
February/June t949.

The most urgent need was for the 25 cent stanp, and
therefore order 31140 dated November L5, 1948 was placed

19,18)

Vol.

19,8. The Avezaat-Okker catalogue mentions September

21, 1943 as the earliest known date

INOONE.5IA

Let us not wander offtoo far from our subject, however,
and return to the "INDONESIA" overprinted stamps
(I\[/PH nos.351/361)

337t346).

and 707,600 copies, respectively), whereas the 7 1/2 cent was
issued in September 1-948, or even during the end of August,

The situation for the denomination of 15 cent and upwards was quite something else. A quick replacement by a
totally new desigl was out of question. This could be
achieved onlyafter the lower denominations (3621370) were
issued, and therefore a solution had to be found to bridge a
period of about a full year.

INUt]NESIA

383-A 38+B
large perf. small perf.
holes holes
18 perfs 18 perfs

Of the lower values (3 and 4 cent) a second printing had
just been delivered and issued in August 19rE (2,630,000

nos.

Stocks, if any, to be overprinted were more or less avail-

able as follows:

15 cent (337) - just issued about August 24, 1.948
(2,739,m copies).
20 cent (338) - a second printing was delivered and issued in August L948 (L,464,ffi copies.)
25 cent (339) - no second printing was ordered; only a
small stock still available
40 cent (340) - a second printing was delivered and issued in August L9,E (1,910,400 copies)
45 cent (341) - no second printing was ordered; insufh-

cient stock available
50 cent (342) - same as for 45 cent
80 cent (33) - a second printing was ordered and issued

in August 19zE (753,{0 copies)
L gulden (344A) - a second printingwas ordered and issued in August 19,1t1 (663,600 copies)
All stamps of the second printing did appear towards the
end of August 1948, since they were reported in the
"Maandblad" of September L948, page 147. The quantities
mentioned by the "Maandblad" are those ordered, but not
the actual quantities delivered, as specified here. The
denominations 10 gulden (345),25 gulden (1346) and even
2ll2 gulden (316) were still sufficiently in stock to become

overprinted.
All these available stamps were sent to Messrs. Van
Dorp in Batavia (Jakarta) to be overprinted. Van Dorp cut
the complete sheets of 2x1,00 stamps of the cent denominations into two halves, so that sheets of L00 stamps (L0 rows
of 1,0 each) were delivered. The overprint was done by
typography, which caused a lot of minor flaws and errors,

which were mostly corrected while being overprinted.
Therefore these deviations do not appear on all values. Up
until now the author has not (yet) succeeded in obtaining
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offrcial details from the PTT archives, so that as far as quantities sold (or delivered?) are concerned, one has to rely on
the information as given in the NVPH catalogue.

After having settled this matter, fresh orders had to be
made out for "INDONESIA" overprinted stamps, so that
the sale would not be interrupted by certain shortages until
the appearance of the stamps in the new design(s).
On December 7, \948 the following order was given to
Messrs. Kolff under number 3/109:
15 cent

A

(351b) 6,000,000 copies.)

cnrt (352b) 2,000,000 copies.)

(353b) 1,500,000 copies.) In Bandung's order book
(355b) 600,000 copies.) the following note had
(356b) 1,200,000 copies.) been made: "existing
cent
50

25 cent
45 cent

80 cent

(3szu)

600,000 copies.)

il;:.Sffi.e"tl3,i;
photogravure"

1

gulden

(371)

1.,000,000

copies. Here the order book

25 cent refers to the first printing; the second printing
was never reported.

After this long introduction, I now let you have the translation of Mr. Hille Ris Lambers' articles published in
January and April L984:
In a recent auction catalogue of Messrs I.K Rietdiilg I read
under lot number 1 3 14 the following
'1949 - Indonesid - Zbl. No. l-DK (hand drawn I) superb
copy, with certificate of genuineness issuedbythe NWH. Very
rare. Only two or three copies lcnown!"
I asked and got permission to inspect this lot. To my great
surpise it appeared'that the desciption was absolutely
precise.

uNederIt concems a cancelled copy of the 15 cent Haftz
I un ds In did" with th e Ko lff ove ry int' I N D O N E S A' of which
the first letter 'I'(NWH No 351 bf) was missing but on which
a letter'I' had been either hand drawn or perhaps had been

stamped.

states: "Existing photo-

grawre plate to be overprinted in typography''
Attention must be paid to the fact that a second order
for the 25 cent (353b) was given. The stamps were not
delivered as per above sequence.

The following schedule of deliveries of overprinted
stamps by Messrs. Kolff is of paramount importance to the
solution of the existence of three different types of the "missing I", as described by Mr. Hille Ris Lambers:

The certiftcate was signed by well'lorcwn philatelists.
added that replacing 'I' remains unknown. The

'\4/hoever

pinter, a postal official, the sender or the addressee?
The letter 'I' consists of a shading of very fine small lines.
.Zbl. in the auctiort catalogte refers to the "INDONESIA"
catalogue of the "Zonnebloem" publishers. The 1981
catalogue mentions on pages 18 and 19 a funher comment re'
I at e d to the s e Ko lff ov e rpints I N D O N E S IA" : th e kn own four
values without the first letter 'I' and followed by a grouping
*DK':
markedby

TABLE I
Value

?5 cnnt
45 cent
50 cent
15 cent

80 cent

l

gld
25 cent
?n cent

l.I\aPH
No.

Proces-verbal numbering
of deliveries/receipts by
I{nlff tn tha PTT

353b
355b
356b
351b

357b
37L
353b

a9h

+

19€

1949

160
160

;
3-5

Quantit)
deliverer First(?) day of

in sheetr cancellation
nf ?OO
5,524
2,N)5

5,97L

end Jan.'49
t5-'J.-49 *
L5-L-49 *

8-L5-r9-233L-32-33
50

27,520

54-ffi-65

L0,473
7,342
10 750

r04-tw
L60-t64

2,981

end Jan.'49

AprlMay'49

5-5-49 *

MaylJune'49

Mav'49

100 stam ps)

Unfortunately, the Avezaat-Okker catalogue for firstknown-cancels does not specify these dates as per the type
of overprint e.g. by Van Dorp or by Kolff, Only the dates indicated by a " * " refer to stamps which were not overprinted

by Van Dorp and therefore could be used in the above

specification. The other dates are (still) less precise. They
were estimated by comparison with the fust day cancels
known for the numeral set (3621370), which stamps were
printed/delivered in between and were issued during

FebruaryMay
as

54

1949.

The Kolff overprints were reported in the "Maandblad"
follows:
50 cent (February 1949), 45, 15 and 25 cent (March L949),
l gulden (April L949),20 and 80 cent (May 1949). The

hand witten 'I' with Chinese ink or a hand stamped '1"',
followedby the denominations 15,20, 25, 45 and 50 cent.
In the 1983 edition the 80 cent is added to this specification and the 80 cent without the first letter 'I' of 'INDONESIA'
"a

emerges as well,

This plate eror disappeared in the 1984 edition. The
specification in the Zonnebloem catalogtte cannot be conect.
The Netherlands Monthly for Philately in 1949
The then editor of the column Overseas Dominions, Mr.
Uylen, published bit by bit whatever information he
received. The shiny overprints by Van Dorp were issued first,
shortly thereafter followed by the first Kolff stamps with dull

AJ.

overpint: the 45 and 50 cent denominations. In the March
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1949 Monthly already 4 stamps were repofted, as meanwhile
the 25 cent as well as the 15 cent hadbeen issued. In the same
article we read about the sheet position of the stamp with the

missingfirst'I'of -INDONESIA" (igltt sheel row 5, stamp 4;
not until the August 1949 number is this conected into "stamp
7'). By now it is reported that sometimes a highly deformed'I'
is seen on the same position as the missing'I'.
The PTT issued a "ukase" directed to the postal officiah,
with tlrc instruction that all plate errors had to be removed
from the sheets and had to be sent (to Bandung) for destruction.

Unfontnately I have not (yet) found this very impoftant
It would have been very interestingto know on what
date the decree was issued and which denominations were
specified in it. It is quite incontestable that only the
decree.

somewhat too low. On the 15 cent stamp it can be seen that 2
lines were engraved into the pinting cylindet close to each
other and both ends closed by small cross lines.

But alas, the re-engraving was too deep. Upon inking a
small 'trench' was (over)filled with ink. The scraping kntft
removed the top, but the moment paper is being pressed on and a little bit into the trench - then the ink is bimming over,
especially in the pinting-direction which is clearly upwards.
Consequently every engroved letter 'I' is sunounded by an irregular black cloud every time in a slightly different form.
Under the letter 'I' to the left there is always a small black dot.
This constant inegulaity cannot be achieved by stamping or

by drawing.

I

assume that Kolff overyinted denomination

after denomination and that no sheets of a certain denomination were kept behind for (over)pinting later on.

.NDONESIA" overyinted stamps were mean\ as the

'corrected' stamps were not removed from the sheets and were
sold as normal to the public. Neither did I find any document
related to the destruction of the stamps that were retumed by
tlrc post ffices, as well as those removed from the Bandung
stock itself. This would have given us an indication as to the
quantities involveQ and consequently also of the quantities
ultimately sold.

Complyirtg with said decree wos not eary. As o matter of
fact, a number of post offices received the stamps in folded
double sheets; other ffices in half sheets only, The annoying
plate enor to be lookedfor on the denominations was in the
meanwhile issued in March, and could only be found on the
ight hand panes. Apatt from the missingfirst letter'I', there
were still other 'plate errors' of a less spectacular kind. The
PTT decree surely will not have had too much of a result.

h the May 1949 issue (of the "Maandblad") the 80 cent
Kolff overyint is repofted and in the August 1949 issue Mr.
Uylen refers to a letter received from the Controller of the Post
and Revenue Stamps Department in Bandung dated Moy 3rd,
itt wltich it is stated that the 20 cent Kolff overyint had not yet
been issued. These dates are of great impoftance.

The highly deformed'I'

It is a pity that Mn Uylen did not specify in the March 1949
magazine, which denominations were showingthat deformed
'I' and he neither gave any desciption of il. I intestigated a
number of tltese plate erors as well as tlrc other deviations in
overyint, parllyfrorn sheets. They are always present andfrom
this follows the conclusion that Messrs. Kolff used only one
plrotogravure pinting cylinder for the black overyints of all
cent denontinatiotts.
That cylinder was re-engraved in the pinting works of
Messrs. Kolff the motnent the nissing first letter 'I' was discovered. Only on the bigltt orange colored 15 cent stamp is
tltis plate enor clearly visible, Tltis is less the case with the tlree
other denomirrutions with that nissirtg'I', owirtgto tlrcir dork
colors.
The plate enor must have been detected shortly after startittg the overprinting of the 15 cent stamp. That very monrcnt a
re-engraving took place, but a very clwnry one. TJtis retouch
is always in a identical positiort with respect to tlrc other letters of NDONESIA, namely somewhat slopirtgto the iglttottd
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Here the author of this article has to insert some remarks.
First of all, in order to prevent a possible misunderstanding,
the readers should be informed that the above mentioned
re-engraving actually was the second corrective re-engraving. A fact Mr. H.R.L. did not realize at that moment. From
Table I it can be seen, that Kolff did not interrupt printing a
certain denomination by printing another denomination in
between and to then continue printing the first denomina-

tion.

The sequence of receipt numbers in Table

I

clearly

proves this point.
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Mr. H.R.L. then continues his first article with certain
assumptions, details 6ver gutter pairs, a summary and the
following remarks and questions regarding:
The written or

stamped'I'.

As can be seen from the first paragraph of this afticle it
seems that a stamp with an'odd' letter'I', being made by hanQ
does really exist: t.amely the 15 cent value. However, apart
from this odd addrd'I', there are plenty of stamps of this value
with the machine overpinted, rather deformed'I'.
My question is: who lstows similar stamps with the hand
added or stamped 'I' of the values 25, 45 and 50 cent? "Zonnebloem" could not give any claification. Who does?
The sequence of the deliveies to the PTT of the Kolff overpints wos:
25, 45, 50, 15, 80 and 20 cent. The 25 and 45 cent were
delivered in 194$ the remainingvalues in 1949. The 15 cent

in seven potls.

He then continues in the April 1984 magazine:
In the tanuary issue of this magazine a shott story was
pinted together with some ligures related to the re-engraving

of the cylinder with which the Kolff stamps designed by Hatu,
were overpinted with "INDONESA" and a bar coveingthe
name'NED. INDIE.. My stoty ended with the information
that the 15 cent stamps were delivered in 7 pafts. That rema*
was not written without intention.
Fufthermore something was wriften about
a 15 cent stamp on which an odd'I'consisting of sloping lines could be seen. A staLnp
with a "hand drawn or hand stamped '1"' on

tion. By now the copper plate has been elched. After that the
covering wax loyer is removed from the plate, which is then
cleaned and inked. The ink covers the plate but also fills every
trough to the bottom. The inked surface of the plate is wiped
off, so that the troughs remain filled with the pinting ink. Followingthat, a sheet of paper is laid on the plate and great pressure is opplied, which forces the paper into the troughs anQ
when it is pulled awoy, sucks the ink out of the troughs; the

engravinghas now been pinted.

However, Rembrandt was a perfectionist. After having
made a ceftain quantity of pintings from his plate, he was not
always sati$ied with the result obtained. Here and there certain lines had to be more clear or had to be added. He again
applied the buin and deepened or widened certain troughs.
This sequence of altematingpintings and re-engravings was
peformed by him several times. The different results which
came to light are generally indicated os the'states" of the same
oiginal etching plate. Consequently, fin4 second, third and
so on states of many of his etchings are laown. The numberingwas given later on by aft upefts and the vaious states were
reproduc e d in han db ooks.

States of the printing cylinder.

Now that three copies of a such "hand drawn or hand
stamped '1"' were shown simultaneously, it could be determined very easily, that those three 'I's were identical to the

it.
Some readen reactedwith the information
they too were in the possession of a retouched

'I'. They were livingtoo widety apaft and too
away from my home. To visit them all in
orderto malye photos was too dfficult.
There it remained, until I pt the opportunity to have a look at the mateial of a col-

far

lector who showed three such stamps: one
use{ one in a pair and even one in a paft of a
sheet so that it could be concluded that we had
to dowith stamp 47 of theighthandpane, the
same sheet position on which oiginalty the
fint'l of 'INDONESIA'was missing.
States (ofexecution)
Mr. R.van Rijnbecatne sofamous thathe,
just like ruling Monarchs and Counts, is betterknownby his Chistian name: Rembrandt.
He painted a let, but he even made more
engravings. Yau know how engravings are
made: a smoolh copper plate is covered with
a thin layer of a special wax composition,
througlt which no watery acid can penetrate.
The engraver scratches through thZ layer into
the copperplate with etchingpeedles orbuins
of different widths. Thereafter the plate undcrgoes a pnocess in an acid bath. On those
places where the copper plate is not covered
by the wm layer, the acid eats into the copper
plate and a trough is beingformed at that posi56
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tiniest details. That ruled out the pos sibility of hand made' I's.
Nobody, however capable he might be, could have drawn all
those small lines equally long and ending in the same small
tips, when he had to draw a second or a third'I'.
A rubber statnp as a pinting method had to be ruled out
as well, because differences in pressure should have caused
dffi re nt i mp re s s i ons ( thickne s s e s ) of the line s, which were not
observed. One possibility left could be the application of an
ivory stamp. But however precise one is able to stamp by hanQ
one will never achieve that the stamped 'I's will stand precisely in the same position wanted. On all three copies these odd
'I's were exactly in the same position with respect to the neighboing'N'. Due to the structure of those lines, every doubtwas
ruled out by now; those 'I's were engraved into the pinting
cylinder.

In summary.
From the above it is known with certainty that the following stamps exist:

a)

Fint State (oiginal cylinder):
15, 25, 45 und 50 cent, on which the ftrst

DONESIA. is totally

b)

c)

'I' of 'IN-

absent.

Second State (Jirct corection on the cylinder):
15 cent, with the fint 'I' consisting of five to six thin slopinglines and some thinveftical lines; light shadcdfirct'I's.
Third State (second conection on the cylinder)
15, 20, 25 and 80 cent with the black cloudy 'I' with always
ablack dot undemeath at the left.

The stamp without the ftrst 'I' was the fint state of the
cylinder etching these three engraved'I's can be designated as

Mr. Hille Ris Lambersthen concludes his article with the
subjects "Quantities" and "Summaryn. However, I prefer to
end this article with my own description, giving my ideas as

the second state.

related to:

But why was Kolff still not satisfied? Even with the naked
it is very stiking that this re-engraved 'I' is far too light in
.INDOshade us compared with the remaining letterc of
eye

NESA.. The 'I' is also somewhat slanting to the isht and a
little too small (see picrure). Therefore, after an unlonwn
quantig of pinted sheets with the re-engraved cylinder, the
buin was used for a second time, This time, however, the
engraving was done too deeply. This resulted in an honible
cloudy letter, which was shown in our January '84 mogazine

lst - cataloguing
2nd - quantities (printed and/or sold)
3rd - prices
1st - Cataloguing.

The two catalogues issued in the Netherlands, by the
tI\aPH (the "speciale" catalogue) as well as by "Zonnebloem", do not list the exact specification. In my opinion the
catalogue listing should be as follows:

afticle.

That was the third state of the pinting cylinder, which
shows the first 'I' together with a dot undemeath at the left.
(See figures of the 15 and 80 cent stamps, to illustrate the dtfferences in 'cloudy' 'I's). As a matter of fact, the lightly shaded
'I' can only be found on the 15 cent stamp. The pinting of this
value starled with the first 'I'missing on stamp 47 of the ight
hand pane, just as was the case with the previously pinted
values of 25, 45 and 50 cent, Only after the second conection,
which resulted in the 'cloudy' 'I', the remaining values were
pinted, which therefore always must show this black inegular
'cloudy' 'I'. This refers to the 20, 80 und (once again) the 25
cent values.

An error in my report:

I wrote that tlrc 25 cent
was (over)pinted before the 15 cent. That is the truth, but not
the full truth. My astonishment was greot when I was shown
tlrc 25 cent stamp wilh the black clou$'I', which could only
In

the lanuary'84 magazine afticle

have been

I had never
can not fully acplain it. Two other

pinted after the

15 cent value. This $pe

iIVPH.
cat.

Tnnnebloem

bf
bf
355 bf
356 bf

1DH
3DH
5DH
6DH

1st state: without first "I":

cent
cent
45 cent
50 cent

NDONESIA"
NDONESIA"
" NDONESIA"
" NDONESIA"

L5

"

351

25

"

353

2nd state: with lightll, shaded first
15

cent

(I)NDONESIA

3rd state; with black cloudy first

cent
cent
cent
80 cent
15

20
25

(I)NDONESIA
(I)NDONESIA
(I)NDONESIA
(I)NDONESIA

'I':

351Bfx

lDKx

'I':
351Bfy
352Bfy
353 BfY
357 Bty

1DK

2DK
3DK
7DK

seen before, and even I
philatelists with very sharp eyes confirmed that we really were
dealingwith the cloudy 'I', camplete with the usual dot. Therefore this stsmp must have been pinted after the 15 cent' The
solution was supplied by Mr. J.H. Verschuur. After the 80 cent,
exclusively known with the cloudy 'I', a second pinting of the
25 cent stamp was canied out. This pinting is almost one and
a half times as large as the first pinting with the stamp with

"Zonnebloem" lists the types 5DK (45 cent) and 6DK (50
cent) as well. However, these stamps do not exist. It is true,
that 45 and 50 cent stamps (type DH) can be found on which
an 'I'has been placed (written, typed or stamped), but this
correction is not an official one. Even to-day, anybody can
place an'I' on stamp 5DH or 6DH, but that does not make
these stamps showing the details belonging to the 3rd state
(type DK).

the

2nd - Quantities (printed and/or sold).

missingfint'I'.

For certain types the quantities sold and in the case of
the 15 cent stamp, even the quantities printed are anybody's
Vol. 16 No. 3
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guess. The story goes that

in early May

1949, a postal

sub b - The 15 cent is the most puzzlingstamp, the more

offi-

cial in Bandung became aware of the L5 cent stamp

as

l-5 cent stamp, due to the fact that the same
person repeatedly bought a certain part of the right pane.
One might wonder how PTT-Bandung could still be unaware of this plate error, which had already been published
in the Netherlands in March L949, and therefore should
have been known in "Indonesid" in February 1949. That is
why it is so important to know on which date the order was
issued to the post offices to return to Bandung all plate errors still at hand. In case Kolff had warned PTT-Bandung
immediately upon detecting the 15 cent plate error in the
first week of January L949, then the PTT officials would have
removed already all 15 cent "NDONESIA' overprints, and
maybe also the second state stamps that turned out so poorly. This did not happen, and both types came out towards
the end ofJanuary 1949 or earlyFebruary 1949. From this
point of viewthe Maydiscoverybythe PTTbecomes somewhat more believable.

detected shortly after starting to print this value . Generally,
after a certain quantity having been printed, a sheet is taken
from the stack to be checked on the printing quality. Should
at that very moment the n NDONESIA" stamp have been
detected, then the first cylinder correction (2nd state) was
executed before printing was restarted. A second check led
to a second correction (3rd state).

"NDONESIA"

We can divide the various stamps in three groups:
a - 25 (lst printing),45 and 50 cent
b - 15 cent
c - X),?5 (2nd printing) and 80 cent

it exists in three types. The plate error must have been

Basing myself on quantities sold

in

auctions and/or

presence in certain collections, I estimate the quantities for

the three types of the 15 cent stamp as follows:
15 cent 351 bf approx. 50 - 100 sheets (1st state)
15 cent 35L Bfx approx. 1m - 250 sheets (2nd state
sheets (3rd state)
15 cent 351Bfy approl

nW

)

sub c - For the ?n cnnt,25 cnnt (2nd Printing) and the 80
cent the quantities sold are known exactly. The corrected
plate error was not removed from the sheets, so that the
quantities sold are more or less the same as those printed,
namely:
?n cr;nt3szBty t0,750 sheets
7,342 sheets (2nd printing)
?5 cr-nt 353
2,981 sheets
80 cent 357

Bfy
Bfy

sub a - This first group was delivered to Bandung towards
the end of 194t| and during the first week of January 1949.
The 45 and 50 cent are known with cancellation date
January 15,1949. This points to the fact that distribution to
the offices started immediatelyafter receipt fromKolff. The
quantities for the 45 and 50 cent were scheduled to be sufficient until about OctoberA.lovember 1949. The 25 cent was

In this group the ?5 cent is the most elusive one, as the
corrected plate error is very hard to detect, due to the dark
color of the stamp itself. I hope I can serve the specialized
collectors with the following details, which will enable them
to sort out the first printing from the second one:

apparently in greater demand since a second order was
placed on December 7th 1948, the first printing beingll2a
sheets and the second even more namely 7342 sheets

cancelled until about

delivered.
It can be assumed that Bandung did not distribute its
total stock of the 45 and 50 cent at once. A 'safe' guess is
that about 50Vo was distributed up until about ApriVMIay
1949. In case the reaction of the offices to return the plate
errors was positive (which is rather doubtful), then maybe

half of their unsold plate errors was returned to Bandung
or even less. Considering that during the period starting in
January/February until May 1949 the offices had sold already about 60Vo,thenwe arrive at a percentage varying between 60 to 65Vo of plate errors being returned or removed
in Bandung, to be destroyed ultimately.
This results in the following quantities sold:
45 cent 355 bf approx. 10fi) sheets (35% of 2%5 sheets)
50 cent 356 bf approx. 2000 sheets (35% of.597L sheets)

As for the 25 cent value, very likely a far greater part was
already distributed to the offices. If we assume this portion
to be about 70Vo, of which the greater portion was sold already, then the balance returned was correspondingly less.

353 Bf - 1st printing: blue green, slightly glossy. Stamps

April

1949 are always from this

lst

printing.
353 Bfy - 2nd printing: (less bluish) green, dull. Stamps
especially from the main post offices cancelled around
AugusVDecember 1949 arc chiefly from this printing. Unfortunatelyl do not have sufficient selvedge details todefine
the difference between the two printings more precisely.

Finally: with exception of type 351 Bf (15 cent) and to a
lesser degree for type 351 Bft, it may be assumed that an unknown percentage of the remaining types sold, got lost one
way or another. The actual quantities existing might therefore even be less than indicated.

3rd - Prices
I am basing myself on the L99ZNI\|PH catalogue, which
to a certain extend can be used, though the real market or
auction prices are about 501ffi Vo of the list prices indicated.
Applying this correction factor, I arrive to the following approximate net prices for single stamps:

We frnally arrive at the following (assumed) quantity of
plate errors sold:
?5 cnnt353 bf approx. 1100 sheets. (20Vo of.5524 sheets)
Continued on page 59
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nKombinatiesn
Frank

A popular and relatively inexpensive line of specialization continues to grow arnong collectors of Neiherlands
stamps: the gathering of the various combinations of stamps
from the booklets dispensed via vending machines, i.e.,
"Kombinatiesn or "Combinationsn that exist within the booklet panes.

W.

fulsen
ness: full panes with tabs sometimes can be obtained from
First Day Covers. Ifthese covers are addressed and had ac-

tually passed through the postal s)lstem, of course they
"qualiff'. But it is simply a matter for the individual to
decide, showing the entire cover. Full panes with the tabs
bearing dates other than fust day of issue represent the
cream of the crop, so to speak.

Naturally, there are two phases to this intriguing specialty - collecting them in mint or postally used condition. The
former is a relatively simple endeavor; all one needs is the
money, so to speak, because every stemp dealer in The
Netherlands offers a plentiful supply of full booklets or complete panes which can then be broken up for the pertinent
combinations. And they make beautiful album pages, especially those booklets sontaining two or three stamps of different denomination and color. Coincidentally, the stamp
dealers also do a thriving business offering already-formed
combinations.

A relatively difficult adjunct to this form of specialization
involves the challenge sl finding these combinations inpostallyused condition.Indee4 one of our membersfrom Holland Huib de Ruiter, has taken on the task of collecting
these combinations on cover! There's a brave man. I don't
know how many others are so engaged but it must be a
daunting task. Frst Day covers of complete panes are
generally not that scarce
- again" all it takes is a pocketful
of guilders. But of course the First Day covers do not carry
individual combinations, so they are not a soluoe for this
phase of the specialty. Coincidentally, First Day covers
could be a source for used combinations, but "puristsn question them as being genuinely postally used.
Some years ago the author embarked on the project of
collecting the used examples, off cover. It proved much
more difficult than anticipated but it was and is a fascinating hunt. The hunt included a search thl6ugh {l my old correspondence with Dutch friends who had been so kind or
far-sighted as to use combinations on their mail to me. (Now
at this point I must don my nDunce capn, for I dutilully
soaked off the stamps, keepingwhat I needed for the album
and storing the rest in a stock book for later attention.
Friend de Ruiter almost suffered a heart attack when I told
him of my stupidity. On the other hand, that stock book
eventually provided others who collected nnot on cover".)

My album pages generally feature a postally used full

I

t

pane, with tab if available, followed by the various possible
combinations. (See album pages A, B and C of Booklets 1

Back to the main story. During the period when I was
sorting the combinations and preparing my albun pageq I
began to notice varieties that were not listed in lne deRooyAlali catalogue, such as paper and ink differences. Of
course, the less specialized "Speciale Katalogus" (there's a
real oqmoron!) makes no mention of such variations either.
The realfunction of the latter catalogue is toserve as a price
Continuedfrom
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cent 351 Bf
25 cent 353 Bf
45cent 3558f
15

SOcent 356Bf
15

cent

351

Bft

cent 351 Bfy
cent 352Bty
25 cent 353 Bfy
80 cent 357 Bty
15

Z)

Mint
Used
1,600.00
50.00 60.m
50.m 80.00
50.00 55.00
60.m 2m.00
25.ffi 30.00
30.00 35.00
2t0.00 50.00
45.00 50.00

Hfl 1,600.00

These stamps in pairs or in blocks with normal stemps
are fetching slightly hig&er prices. Very much sought after
are these stamps together with the three adjoining stamps
to the rigfit, including the right selvedge margn with selvedge number 6. e.g. the stamps 0, $,49 and 50 from the
right pane and attached to the sheet selvedge, as per the
fig*".Due to their scarcity, these strips must be priced 50lffi Vo above the net prices stated.
Once again, the quantities sold and the prices are as p€r
myidea. It is every collector's right to have other ideas, and
in that case I am highly interested to be informed about the
basis upon which that opinion was made.
I hope that with this article the missing'I' mystery and its
accompanying fancy stories are fully solved and explained
and that it will give the "INDONESIA' stamp specialist
something of a guide in trying to find the "Bft' and "B$/
types not (yet) mentioned ia the NVPH specialist catalogue.

and 2.)

For completeness sake: for all cent values various other
Complete paneswith tabs are virtually impossible to find
genuinely postally used. now and then one of my correspondents was prescient sasrrgh to affix the entire panel including the tab. In those days I was not collecting combinations,
otherwise I would have asked them to do me that large extra
favor. This is known as "crying over spilt milk"! Back to busi-

Vol.16 No.3

T

minor plate errors are known. Since all values were
(over)printed in photogravure by Kolff by means of onlyone
cylinder, they can be found on fixed sheet positions. Although many times articles pertaining to those plate errors
have been published in the "Maandblad" and in "},{ijn Stokpaardje", that might be perhaps a story for another article.
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list of recognized combinations, and as such it does serve a
useful function.

In any case, with the considerable help of member T 'arry
Rehm, we have now begun the process of further study of
these paper and ink variations under the U.V. lamp' By no
We mention what we
-"utr. is this study near completion.
have learned so far with the hope that others will be interested and will examine their collections (mint or postally
used) for corroboration and/or additional varieties'
Let's begin with the first five booklets as described in the
deRooy/Hili catalogue: for these booklets the catalogue
simply identifies the paper as "normal",.presumably-mean-

nhosphor treitment. However, in the introductory

i"n

i

i

"o at the beginning of the catalogue, the authors make
rJmarks
some contradictory attempt to delve more deeply Pt9 t!t9
matter of the papei compoiition as revealed under the U'V'
lamp; and it ii it this point that confusion b3ein1 to reign:
they iist a "D" or "Dof/i)of grrjs", but do -not tie this paper to
a booklet number. One might assume they are referring to
Booklets 'l,andZbecause their next classification of paper
varieties (uW'/"Wit") lists Booklets 3, 3, 6, 7 and-10)' Attempting io be as thorough as possible, yP ulP refer to the
deRooy[Ia[ "Handboekn,last published in.1976 to the best
of our icnowledge. On page lI4 they describe "Dof' p.aper
as (translation!: inert-, without

a

smooth

or

uniform

whitener. Under the U.V.lamp the paper is indeed "dark",
but the paper also includes occasional white flecks somewhat akin to the paper used for their Booklet 3yD' So "Dof'
does not automatically mean "inert" in the true sense'
When we move on to Booklet 3, the cataloguers continue

with their overall "normal paper" classification, but then
they immediately list two !tqles of paper for catalogue-n-umbei3: they list a 3yD and a3yW, respectively-"dof' and "wit"
paper. W'e nna 3yD as being not inert but-with a faint scat-

iering of the white flecki; as for ]YW, - the paper

is

demonstrably lighter in hue and contains a larger proportion of flecki tf,an 3yD. The differences of paper within

Booklet group

3

become quite apparentrvhen one examines

Bookletla llnis is with lext on the tab, the others being
blank). whiih occurs on a lighter hue- paper with malry
flecki. Conclusion: "normal" paper should not be the distinguishing characteristic.

For Booklet 4 we find the same paper descriptions asfo-r
Booklets 3, but again the U.V. lamp says otherwise: the "dof'

pape. couid beiter be described as "dark with very-few
il"tk.", whereas the 4yW paper is white with many flecks'

phor formulation ("normal")! Why don't-they simply-use..the

more descriptive terms "inert" or "flecked with white" or
"smooth/uniform white"?
Booklet 5 is an anomaly: the paper is simply inert. In fact
the cataloguers ignore this booklet in their descriptive-section on pupet, although the stamp itself does-appear later
in Bookieit2 with "H;rrison" phosphor and therefore distinct from examples from Booklet 5.
The discrepancies continue with Booklet 6, which comes
with a variety bf tab texts aod, in the case of Booklet 61, with
switched poiitioning of the cross. It is also a go-od stqt:ing
point to ile- up the inconsistency-in the deRooy/ Hali
catalogue regarding the papers us-ed in-the production of
stamp"booklits: for*the fiist 5 booklets, the catalogue-simply identifies the paper as "normal", apparently intending to
rirean "no phosphor or hi-brite treatment", but when we
listing for the Booklet 6 series, the
move into th"
"itulog,te
io "normal" and "phosphor"' By "pltgs-description changes
phor" they rneuo-the yeltowish coating of.the paper'-yhlch
o""ot. on the last thiee booklets of the "6" series' Unfortunately, the catalogle continues the misleading use o-f-the

term "Phosphor" foilater emissions which come in the Harrison "hi-biite" category of paper treatment. We can only
hope that in the next edition of that catalogue the editors
wiU Ue more precise about such matters. These laps-es only
detract from in otherwise useful and informative reference

work.
Now back to the Booklet 6 series. For Booklets 6a-b-cd-e the "Handboek" lists these as "uncoated" but we find
and also dark backs with the
both types of paper
-Booklet
- inert
find another variation in the
we
6d
white fiicks. Fbr
mint panes we have
(matching
hue
much
darker
form of a
examined) with a small number of the white flecks' This
series requires deeper. study, especially since it exended
over a six-year span in its various forms.

For the Booklet 7 series we encounter the same inconsistencies: the catalogue makes a weak attempt at Propel
classification of papei by listing 7b as varieties with "wit" and
"dof' paper as weil as 'inormal" and "phosphoru, the latter
being'the yellowish coating. We find, for-example, !h-e dqr!
pup"-.*ittt uttdwithout flecks as well as a full pane of Tawith
*hit" pup"t. This group too needs more research.
Booklet

8 is

usually found with the yellow phosphor coat-

ing and a "normal" uncoated paper which shows up as
piiti.tt under the U.V. lamp. See album pag: ?. In addiiion (and they must be extremely-s9ar1:e)-we find ellmples

Aside from the "argument" aboul a proper description-of
the paper used for gooklets 3 and 4, the more obvious-point
is that we are probablywitnessing a phase-in of some forms
of whitener during the Booklets 3 and 4 period.

on sol-called 'iwhite" paper with white flecks. The difference
between the latter aita the normal or pink back is startling'

and perhaps even "nit-

Booklet series 9 comes with eight different tab texts, and
for the first time unwatermarked paper is used for these
vendins machine booklets. As usual, the vague paper
descrip"tion is used in the catalogue -- "normal" and "phosphor".'Ail but 9b are with the yellow phosphor coating, and
ull ut" found with the catalogue-described "normal" paper'

Perhaps we are being "purists"

-

pickers"'-- but we must continue to g-bi"9' to, the

iataloguers'haphazard and continued use ofthe term "norings for Booklet 9. The term
fritness: iook at the listines
mal". Witness:

is
PaPer rs
-^-^
up again. exceptrt that in this case the paper
"normal" pops
phoswhite
a
with
coated
evenly
phbsphor
or
yeliow
either
il, _-_,-|il

&

Below are examples showing front and back, from Booklet
8, taken under ultra-violet light.
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HI

A rnas s of white
flecks, "Hi -brite.'l
Back is sarne as
ace.

Pinkish dark,
rrlnertrr, smooth
ith just an ocasional fleck.
ack is same

addition to the purple shade for the 15 cent stamp on the
white flecked paper, the 5 cent stamp is a much deeper
orange as oontrasted with a light yellow- orange on the inert
paper printings
quite distinctive.

-

Booklet 11: we mention this issue only to point out that
this was the last use of the familiar "circles" watermarked
paper and the yellow phosphor coating. And oddly enough
we find no examples with ths white flecks. On subsequent
booklets, the new "Harrison White Phosphorn, completely
covering the stamp, is used.
Booklet 12 requires an additional note, not mentioned in
the catalogue: the 35 cent stamps are fully coated with the
nDelta"
stamps of this
white Harrison phosphor; the L0 cent
booklet also are coate4 but he phosphor does not show
through the face of the stamps because of a printed yellow
overtinting.

Yellow phosphor
coated on front.
ck is smooth
nd dark.

inkish white,

srnooth. Back
s sarne.

In this instance, the so-called "normaln paper is coated with

white phosphor that appears either on the front and/or
backs of these stamps. There are even some rgre instances
when the white coating appears on the backs of panes with
the yellow phosphor on the face of the stamps. There is even
a variety of a pane with yellow phosphor on the face of the
stamps but with the white coating on the reverse side of the

XX tab only!

We regret we are unable to show these variations
photographically, but they are readily noticeable under the
U.V.lamp.
With Booklet

10 we

encounter the same situation

as

with,

for example, Booklet 7: yellow phosphor, inert paper or
paper speckled with white. The latter is given the "W' or
"white" classification in the catalogue. At this stage the
catalogue is now restricting itself to the yellow t1pe, its
description reading "normal phosphorescence with
horizontal watermark". How they love that word "normal"!
We should add that using the U.V.lamp can be very interesting with this booklet pane. For example, the ink used
on the L5 cent stamp shows as a rich cherry-red on inert
paper; on the paper with white flecks the color is purple; on
the yellow phosphor the color is almost black. Similarly, in
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The next booklet requiring attention is number 16a. Although only nwhite" phosphor supposedly was involved in
the production of this booklet, some examples differ
markedly. For example, under the U.V. lamp the 45 cent
stamp shows up as gray or gray-blue versus dark blue;
similarly, the 5 cent shows as bright ornnge versus dark
orange. The darker shades appear on paper that has a
definite yellowish or creamy cast, quite unlike that of the
paper found in other 17a booklets. This matter too requires
additional study.

From this point on the use of Harrison phosphor seems
to have eliminated much of the variations in the coating although Booklet Z seems to come with at least three variations of coating on the face of the stamps. There appear to
be no differences when the U.V. lamp is focused on the
reverse of these stamps, leading to the likelihood that some
experimentation with the phosphor coating was in effect
during the time this booklet was in production.

Temporarily,I have sorted the differences noted in three
gloups:
1) "Creamy'r - under the lamp the surface of the paper is

cream- yellowish in tint, similar to the tint found for Booklets22 and?3.It is so distinct as to be a definite color variation. The stamp color is jet black under the lamp.
2) "Grayish" - under the lamp the surface of the paper
has a somewhat grayish tint, quite unlike the tint of the conventional Harrison "white" phosphor coating. The stamp ink
appears greenish-black.
3) 'TVhite" - this shows as clear white under the lamp. The
color of this stamp is gray.
Because these stampq have been soaked off the envelopes, there is the possibility that the phosphor coating
may have been affected. This will require a deeper study of
unused panes; but, for the moment, we are inclined not to
think the soaking had that much effect on these distinct
variations, else theywould all have looked the same.
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THE OVERPRINTED POSTAGE DUE STAMPS OF THE NETHERI-ANDS OF 1906 AND 1909
by Cees Slofstra

In the special NIVPH catalogue one finds two overprinted Postage Due stamps with the numbers 29 and 30.
(see figures 1 and 2). Both stamps are overprints on regular
postage due stamps of the issue of 1894-1910. One is a "6
onthe 20 ct value issued in October 1906 and the other
a "4" on 6Ll2ct of June 1909.

tl/'

The value 6 1/2 looks somewhat strange at first sight, so

it seems a good idea to spend some further comments on it.
The more so, since three different postage due stamps of
this denomination were issued in the span of barely one
year. These are first the 6 112 on Z) overprint, mentioned
above, then the 6ll2 cent overprint on the De Ruyter 2 1/2
ct (NVPH 36, figure
2a) stamp of Novem-

ber tXJ7, and finally
the 6 l/2 ct in the
definitive design of
1,894-1910, also in
November 1907 (see

figure 2b). Each of
these types has its own

varieties and plate
flaws.

In the period
ding in 19t6,
domestic

enthe

rate for

postcards was2Ll2 ct,

whereas the rate for

printed matter cards

If a card was
insuffi ciently franked,

was 1 ct.

Figure 1 The two overpinted stamps of the Postage Due issue of 1894-1910. Both stamps were
used for the dues of post cards, franked at the pinted matter rate.

Figure 2 Together with the 6

ll2

or not at all, then, in
the period of April 1
1892 to October 1
1908, a punitive dues
of 5 ct would come
into play, plus of

cent overpint stamp of figure 1, these are the postage due stamps of 6 112 ct, which

oppeared in just over one year.
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course the lacking franking itself. If, for example, a "briefkaart" (literally a'letter card') was franked with 1 ct rather
than 2 LlZ ct,then the postage due was 5 + (2 UZ -I) : 6
Ll2 ct

In

those days the so-called "BRIEFKAART" or

"CARTE POSTALE' was very popular.

If

one forgot to

strike out these words, the card would be considered as indeed a nletter card", with the corresponding rate of 2L/2ct.
Similarly, if one added on a printed matter card as much as
the letters "p.f.n (pour fdlicitation) to the allowed nams andl
address ofthe sender, then the cardwould be considered a
"briefkaartn. It is therefore small wonder, that a 6'1,/2 ct
postage due stamp was indeed needed.

Gert Holstege has described the history of the postage
due stamps from 1906 to I9t2, in FII-ATELIE INFORMATIEF (p 5030-1 to 5030-60), in a long but very interesting article. This periodical is available from the ASNP
Library and provided you can read Dutch, readi.g this article is strongly recommended.

of these individual clich6s, a printing block of 50 was constructed, still with blank centers. This form was reproduced
a couple of times by the galvano plastic method. Four of
these blocks went into a ?n0 capy frame, which was then
used to print all200 stamp frams5. For the printing for the
fhsft nrrrnsrals a separate printing frame of 200 individual
clich6s, constructed from the n rmerals plus the letters nC",
nTn.
As this method created problems, later type
'lEn, "N",
logos were made of the word "CENfl.

The6U2 on 20 ccnt postage due stamp
The first postage due stemp in the 6 lt2 d.denomination
was obtained from the already existing Z) ct postage due
slmp, by overprinting with n6 Ll2n in red while cancelling
the old nz)n with a red bar. For this overprint a print form

After October 1, 1908, the punitive due was lowered from
to 2 U2 ct and the same example as above would bring the
total dues to 4 cent. For that reason the then still available
6 U2 cf postage due stemps were overprinted to 4 ct (see
figure 1b).
5
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Figure 3 The 6 112 overyint on the 20
broken division bar.

ct

with the

The postage due stamps with the 6112 ct denomination.
The postage due stamps of the 189,1-1910 emission were
printed in sheets of ?fi0;twenty horizontal rows of ten. Ac-

cording to the "MANUAL OF THE STAMPS OF THE
NETHERI-ANDS,......", for the 200 fold printing block
one had started from the frame design of the Netherlands
Indies L5 ct postage due (NVPH NEI #3). The numerals
"15" were drilled out; the frames were all fype I.With fifty
Vol. 16 No.3

I

M. A. DE RUYTER.
Figure 4 The De Ruyter stamps used as postage due
stampl There are two vaieties with distance 112 to
6 either I mm or 112 mm.
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CT]N'L' iifi,

6i
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This stamp is pictured in figure 2b. There are several plate
errors in this denomination. The best-known are:
i.- Small break under in the "6" (NVPH 20fa), see figure 5a'
ittir plate error is found in positign-1?-2 of the sheet'
2.Larsebreak under in the "6'i (NVPH 20fb), see figure 5b'
Thif error is located on position L22'

of CENT (\Veu- zOfa)- ry9 figure 5c' To be
torind in position 69 of the sheet of 200'
uC, E, N, T" (NVPH 20fc) see figs 5-d'
+.' Snift"O letters
fe'
Fositioo 75. Thisiasi variety is called "lowered T" in the
NVpff catalogue; a misnomer in our opflion' It can be
cleatly seen th-at also the other letters of "CENT" are out
of line and that this error is due to loose type' Compare
ufro tft" ngutes of the "4" overprints on the same Z) ct; the
figures
same platE errors occur in the same positions' See

3. High "T"

CEN'T

5b: large break in the "6"

i,i
(/
'(f/
t

6a-6d.

The Postage Due StamPs of 4 Cent
When the punitive due for insufficiently franked domestic letters and post cards was halved to 2 ll2 ct,per Octolel
i, 1908, a6 Ui ctpostage due stamp was no longer needed'
as printed
iil ;;J p"stug" due To. a letter tard franked
postage
4
ct
no
date
that
on
However
ct.
ttow-4
matter *ui

CIiNT'

high'T' in CENT

5c:

were
due stamp existed, so the left over 61'12CENT stamps
Lb)'
overprinfed with a "4" (see figure

5d: shifted tyPe in CENT

The Overprint

n4"

on the 6112 ct Postage Due Stamp

For this overprint two different kinds of red ink were

used; called "noimal" and "blood red"' The latter overprint

more visible when viewed from the back' The
direct co-purison of the two colors remains the best means

G;lly

i.

of
-- distinguishing the two.

stamp the same plate errors exist as on
the original 6 \12 ct stamp. So ag11;ve !ave:
t. sniattbreak in"6", NVPH # Z9fa,afa, see figure 6ai.ritg.ar.ak in "6;, NVPH # 29 ft, afb see figure 6b'
..'
.j,,,-'-'*''*--."..<.
;,4t
"it
-

Oi-"utt", oithis

-

:,im"til},qi

5e: Other acamPle of
shiftedtYPe in CENT
be st known plate enors on the definitive
postage
due stamPs.
6 112 ct

Figure 5 The

of 50 logo types was used (Manull-p.170)'.Among the-se
in the
;;;t":t; u itut" error is known. of the 10th stamp
the
top'
at
is
broken
bar
division
ntit'no.i"ootut row the red
3)'
(see
figure
left
is
dot
red
a
small
So-"ti-". only

The6ll2CENT overprint

on the

2ll2

\ \ 4#:!.

\
'

ri'i,r

..\ cE,N'l'
t ,;':;i:i:
,fi,;
i\iuI1l\
'^!t

r ;. "*.1-*,= . .-"- r,t,1 i. :tl_#r#:

ctnDe Ru;rter"

stamP

At the end of the validity period of the "De Ruyter"

were
stamps (June 1, 1907), large numbers of these stamps
t"ft o'u"t)putt o'f that iiock"was overprinted "PORTZEGEL
... CENT" and issued on November L, 1907'
One of those stamps was overprinted with the denomination "6 1/2 CENT". Of tLis stamp the well known two types
the distance
t."" ngo.es 4a and 4b) The differe^nce is in
fraction'
"*itt
th"e large numeral and the "U2"
berween

\\e6ll2cent postage due stamp in definitive issue
In FebruarY 1907 the first batch of stamPs of

f.

\1

CllN'I'

l'. r':i.
{:t.

Fll.I,-I'
6

112

this

denomination (NVPH Z)) were delivered bY Ensched6'
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The definitive 4 cent Postage Due Stamp

CENl'

2c
CENT

This stamp is shown in figure 7a. It is clearlyvisible , that
nCEl.ITn
a single
logo was used. The letters C, E, N, and T
now stand in one line with appropriate horizontal distances

("kerned" for those who know desk top publishing). This
results is a much steadier image, compared to separate letter types, where, for example, the distance between nE" and
"N" was much smaller than between the "If and the "T". With
the original Z) ct value the "T" often stood a bit lower than
the other letters (see figure 7b).

The author thanks mr. A.R. Kamphuis of the PTT
Figure 7 Compare the word CENT in the more
recent 4 ct postage due stamp with that of the older
20 ct. In the latter the word CENT was built up from
individual lefter types, whereas in the newer 4 ct the

word'CENT'was onegpe. The letterc are uacttyon
the same level and also the spacing between the

museum inthe Hague for the readysupport with this article.
References:

o

"Speciale Catalogus van de Postzegels van Nederland
en Overzeese Rijksdelen" published by the NVPH.

.

nDe portzegelemissies
1906-19I?;' by Gert Holstege.

"Filatelie Informatief 5030, pages 1-60.

Ietterc is much betten
3. High "T" of CENT, M/PH # 29 fd" afd, see figure 6c.
4. Shifted letters of "CENT", NVPH 29 fc, afc, see fig 6d.
In the above, the catalogue numbers such as afa, afb et

cetera, refer to the blood red varieties. Again, with the last
mentioned overprint it is clear that more than one letter of
type has moved.

o Manual of the Stamps

of the Netherlands, Netherlands

Indies, Curagao and Surinam, by A. Arthur Schiller
and Johannes de Kruyf.

I

"Handboek der Postwaarden van Nederlandsch Indi€",
by the "Nederlandsche VereriFng van
Postzegel Verzamelaarsn.
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Postal Booklet Notes

Continuedfrom page 65

For Booklet 31, the L985 Summer Stamp series, we
report a peculiar and interesting variety: some of these
booklets were produced on a phosphor paper that shows up
as a definite pink, while others have a slightlybluish cast to
the paper; the latter is very similar to the conventional Harrison "white" ... but there is a slight difference. We have examples of the "pink" on First Day Covers as well as mint
booklets. This brings up an interesting point: obviously the
pink variety was from a first, or at least an early printing. We
ask our readers to examine their First Day Covers, looking
especially for examples on the bluish-cast paper, as well as
their postally used copies for dates on either paper. For the
moment, at least, ws cannot determine which is the scarcer
variety.
Wehave examinedthe sheet stamps of this 1985'iChurch"
issue, as well as other issues in 1985 and all are without the
strong pink color. We do know that Enschedd prints a great
deal of material for other countries, and it may be possible
that the "pink" paper was inadvertently used for a portion of
the booklet production. A study of the dates ofuse thus becomes vital.

Meanwhile, we solicit comments and information about
the foregoing.

Our Dutch cousins have just released Postal Booklet 45
containing an array of the gaudiest nstamp designs" one can
imagine! The booklet contains six stamps; all are companions to the sheet- issues for the Summer charity set.
.60 cents + 30 cents (2 copies per pane)
70 cents
35 cents (2 copies per pane)
80 cents
4O cents (1 copyper pane)
The cost of the booklet comes to Hfl. 6.
Note the black-and-white illustration of the pane as well
as the cover text.
At first glance I thought I was looking at a microcosm of
some back-woods swamp. Then, when my eyes came into
focus, I sawwhat purports to be a neo-modern rendition of
some flowers. Irt's start with the 60 cent
30 cent effort:
I count five colors - six if we want to be technical and count
the white reverse text and " + " sprinkled in this stew. The
value ciphers are in an orang)i-red shade; the overall background is a bile green, part of which is overlaid with a thin
black screening that muddies the greenish water in which
floats some sort of leaf; beneath the leaf lurk three black
forms - your guess is as good as mine. The country name
"Nederland" is in yellow; the word "Floriade" (not in my dictionary) is in blue-green, although I suspect it originallywas
the same clear blue as that word on the tab of the pane; the
date'1992" appears to be a lighter shade of orange-red - almost pink, in which case we may have even another color to
count.
Just the thought of licking this stamp to aflx it to an en-

*
*

*

velope... Ugh!
Continued on inside front cover
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